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I need buggy programs
Contact me at smidkiff@purdue.edu if 
you have buggy parallel programs

Best if there is a bug and the fix versions
May be a small reward
MPI more immediately useful, but also 
interested in OpenMP, etc.
Prefer parallelism related bugs, but also 
interested in sequential bugs

mailto:smidkiff@purdue.edu


Introduction
Hardware implementing a parallel 
architecture provides a resource to 
execute a parallel program
A parallel programming model provides 
an abstraction to program against
Programming models and hardware can 
be “mixed and matched”



Hardware is not software
Distributed memory programming 
models can (and are) used with shared 
memory machines
Shared memory programming models 
(especially Partitioned Global Address 
Space models) are used with distributed 
memory machines



Goals of parallel programming 
models

Ease of writing correct programs
Ease of writing programs that provide good 
performance

Speedup
Efficiency

Ease of writing programs that scale
Weak scaling
Strong scaling

Automatic parallelization would be best, but 
doesn’t always work



When is something 
successfully parallelized

Ultimately, when the application runs 
fast enough on available hardware
Other more objective metrics available 
to determine how well an application is 
parallelized



Speedup
Consider a program that runs in time T1
on one processor, and TP on P
processors.
Speedup on P processors (SP) is:

SP = T1 / TP

Thus a job that runs 6 times faster on 8 
processors has a speedup of 6.
Ideally, SP = P, but this rarely happens



Efficiency
Efficiency (EP) measures how effectively 
a program uses P processors

EP = SP / P

EP = (T1 / TP) / P
= T1 / (P TP )

Thus a job that has a speedup of 6 on 8 
processes has an EP of .75



Consider a  program that is 10%  serial 
(         )            
Let the rest of the program be perfectly 
parallel (executes in 1 instruction), 
effectively in zero time
Amdahl’s law says the maximum 
speedup is ψ =

1
f + 1− f( )/P

Amdahl’s law

f = .1f = .1

f = .10



Amdahl’s law
Consider
ψ is the maximum speedup
f is the serial fraction
P is the number of processors
Thus a program that is 10% serial has a 
maximum speedup of:

ψ =
1

f + 1− f( )/ p

ψ =
1

.10 + 1− .10( )/∞
=10



A little bit of serial code is a 
bad thing

For P=8

A serial portion (f) of .05 will get a 
maximum speedup of only 20
To get a maximum speedup of 100, a 
serial portion of .01 is necessary.

ψ =
1

.10 + 1− .10( )/8
= 4.75



What causes serial portions
Sloppy programming
Dependences

Before reading a value, must wait until it is 
computed
Before overwriting a value in a variable, 
must wait until all reads to it have finished
Before overwriting a value, must wait until 
previous writes to it have occurred.



True or flow dependences
Before reading a value, must wait until it 
is computed

for (i=1; i < n; i++) {
a[i] = …

… = a[i-1]
}

I = 1       2       3       4       5       …
a[1]   a[2]   a[3]   a[4]   a[5]   …

a[0]   a[1]   a[2]   a[3]   a[4]   …

When making a program parallel, must make sure 
that all dependences are honored.



Distributed memory 
programming model

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is 
the most popular model 
Generally, one program is run on 
multiple machines/CPUs

Each machine executes the program over 
a small part of the data
Processes communicate by passing 
messages to one another



Distributed memory model

…P0 memory
…

a[…] a[…]a[…]

…
b[…]

…
b[…]…

b[…]
iii

P1 memory PP memory

Every process has its own memory, and 
own storage for variables



Distributed memory model

…P0 memory
…

a[…] a[…]a[…]

…
b[…]

…
b[…]…

b[…]
iii

P1 memory PP memory

Communication among processes via messages



Finding the average 

0 n
Logical data array with n elements, spread over p 
processors

P0 P1 P2 P3 Pp-2 Pp-1. . .

total
count

total
count. . . . . .

Avg = (∑total)/(∑count)

Use a reduction to sum values



Sample MPI program --
average of 1048576 numbers

#include <mpi.h>
…
int main(int argc, char *argv{}){ 

float * nums; float total; int count;
float * results; float buffer[2];
int pid;
int nproc;
MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);
MPI_Comm_Rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &pid);
MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&nproc);
…

}



Find the local averages
/* initialize numbers to average */
if (pid == p) len = 1048576 - lenMost*p;
else len = trunc(1048576/p+.5);

nums = (float) malloc(sizeof float, len);

for (I = 0; i < len; i++)  nums[i] = rand(pid);

for (i = 0; i < len; i++) total += nums[i];

avg = total/len;



Find the global average
buffer[0] = totals;
buffer[1] = (float) len;
MPI_Reduce(&buffer, results, 2, MPI_FLOAT; MPI_SUM; 0; 

MPI_COMM_WORLD);
If (pid == 0) {

avg = buffer[0] / buffer[1];
printf(avg);

}



Data organization is important

N x N matrix
while (not converged) {

for (i=1; i < n; i++)
for (i=1; i < n; i++)

a[i,j]=(a[i-1,j]+a[i+1,j]+a[i,j-1]+a[i,j+1])/4
send and receive border data

}

Each border update sends (receives) 2N 
data items

…



N x N matrix
while (not converged) {

for (i=1; i < n; i++)
for (i=1; i < n; i++)

a[i,j]=(a[i-1,j]+a[i+1,j]+a[i,j-1]+a[i,j+1])/4
send and receive border data

}

Each border update sends (receives)     
data items.

Data organization is important

4 N
P



Shared memory programming 
- OpenMP

OpenMP provides a relatively easy way 
to express parallelism and write parallel 
programs
Much of the program appears the same 
as a sequential program
Typically run on a shared memory node 



Shared memory model

Job memory

…
a[…]

…
b[…]

i

The job has one shared memory that 
different threads access

T0
T1

T0

…



Shared memory model

Job memory

…
a[…]

…
b[…]

i

Threads communicate by writing and 
reading shared storage

T0
T1

T0

…



(Wrong) Average example in 
OpenMP

…
int main(int argc, char *argv{}){ 

float * nums; float total; int count;
int tid;

#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++)  nums[i] = rand(pid);

#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) total += nums[i];

avg = total/len;
printf(avg);
…



Let’s examine the program in 
more detail

…
int main(int argc, char *argv{}){ 

float * nums; float total; int count;
int tid;

#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++)  nums[i] = rand(pid);

#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < len; i++) total += nums[i];

avg = total/len;
printf(avg);
…

This statement is 
fine.  

OpenMP spreads 
iterations of the 
loop across multiple 
threads,  allowing 
the loop to execute 
in parallel.

Note: no sharing 
across iterations!



Let’s examine the program in 
more detail

…
int main(int argc, char *argv{}){ 

float * nums; float total; int count;
int tid;

#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < len; i++)  nums[i] = rand(pid);

#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) total += nums[i];

avg = total/len;
printf(avg);
…

Remember how all 
threads share the 
same memory?  

One value of total
is being updated by 
all threads!  This is 
incorrect (a data 
race).  

Outcome undefined 
in OpenMP



Why this is wrong …
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) total += nums[i];

T0

reg10 = total
reg20 = nums[5]
reg10 = reg10 + reg20
total = reg10

T1

reg11 = total
reg21 = nums[6]
reg11 = reg11 + reg21
total = reg11

Let total = 50, nums[5] = 0.5 and nums[6] = 0.7 

Total = 50; reg10 = ??; reg20 = ??; reg11 = ??; reg21 = ??



Why this is wrong …
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) total += nums[i];

T0

reg10 = total
reg20 = nums[5]
reg10 = reg10 + reg20
total = reg10

T1

reg11 = total
reg21 = nums[6]
reg11 = reg11 + reg21
total = reg11

Let total = 50, nums[5] = 0.5 and nums[6] = 0.7 

Total = 50; reg10 = 50; reg20 = ??; reg11 = ??; reg21 = ??



Why this is wrong …
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) total += nums[i];

T0

reg10 = total
reg20 = nums[5]
reg10 = reg10 + reg20
total = reg10

T1

reg11 = total
reg21 = nums[6]
reg11 = reg11 + reg21
total = reg11

Let total = 50, nums[5] = 0.5 and nums[6] = 0.7 

Total = 50; reg10 = 50; reg20 = ??; reg11 = 50; reg21 = ??



Why this is wrong …
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) total += nums[i];

T0

reg10 = total
reg20 = nums[5]
reg10 = reg10 + reg20
total = reg10

T1

reg11 = total
reg21 = nums[6]
reg11 = reg11 + reg21
total = reg11

Let total = 50, nums[5] = 0.5 and nums[6] = 0.7 

Total = 50; reg10 = 50; reg20 = 0.5; reg11 = 50; reg21 = ??



Why this is wrong …
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) total += nums[i];

T0

reg10 = total
reg20 = nums[5]
reg10 = reg10 + reg20
total = reg10

T1

reg11 = total
reg21 = nums[6]
reg11 = reg11 + reg21
total = reg11

Let total = 50, nums[5] = 0.5 and nums[6] = 0.7 

Total = 50.5; reg10 = 50.5; reg20 = 0.5; reg11 = 50; reg21 = ??



Why this is wrong …
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) total += nums[i];

T0

reg10 = total
reg20 = nums[5]
reg10 = reg10 + reg20
total = reg10

T1

reg11 = total
reg21 = nums[6]
reg11 = reg11 + reg21
total = reg11

Let total = 50, nums[5] = 0.5 and nums[6] = 0.7 

Total = 50.7; reg10 = 50.5; reg20 = 0.5; reg11 = 50.7 ; reg21 = 0.7



Why this is wrong …
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) total += nums[i];

T0
reg10 = total
reg20 = nums[5]
reg10 = reg10 + reg20
total = reg10

T1
reg11 = total
reg21 = nums[6]
reg11 = reg11 + reg21
total = reg11

Let total = 50, nums[5] = 0.5 and nums[6] = 0.7

Total should be 50 + 0.5 + 0.7 = 51.2

Total = 50.7; reg10 = 50.5; reg20 = 0.5; reg11 = 50.7 ; reg21 = 0.7



How can we fix this

…
int main(int argc, char *argv{}){ 

float * nums; float total; int count;
int tid;

#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < len; i++)  nums[i] = rand(pid);

#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) total += nums[i];

avg = total/len;
printf(avg);
…

We need to ensure 
that the read, 
update and store of 
total happens 
without total being 
overwritten during 
these operations by 
another thread.

One way is to make 
this an atomic
operation,



Atomic operations
An atomic operation is one where none 
of the values involved in the operation 
are read, or updated, during the 
operation by another thread
OpenMP critical sections allow us to 
create atomic operations in OpenMP
programs.



#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < len; i++)  nums[i] = rand(pid);

#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
#pragma omp critical

total += nums[i];
}

avg = total/len;
printf(avg);
…

OpenMP critical sections

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

time

T1



#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < len; i++)  nums[i] = rand(pid);

#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
#pragma omp critical

total += nums[i];
}

avg = total/len;
printf(avg);
…

OpenMP critical sections

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

total += nums[0];

time

T1

Because the loop is 
effectively serial, 
this is not ideal.



#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < len; i++)  nums[i] = rand(pid);

#pragma omp parallel for reduction (+:total)
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {

total += nums[i];
}

avg = total/N;
printf(avg);
…

The reduction creates a private 
copy of total for each thread.
It sums the private totals and places 
the result in the shared total at the 
end of the loop.

OpenMP reductions



#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < len; i++)  nums[i] = rand(pid);

#pragma omp parallel for reduction (+:total)
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {

total += nums[i];
}

avg = total/N;
printf(avg);
…

We still have a race on avg, and 
every thread will print the value of 
the avg.

We still have a problem …



#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < len; i++)  nums[i] = rand(pid);

#pragma omp parallel for reduction (+:total)
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {

total += nums[i];
}

#pragma omp single
{

avg = total/N;
printf(avg);

}
…

OpenMP provides the solution



Distributed Memory: Co-Array 
Fortran

Programs look like Fortran 95 programs
Few syntax changes
Meaning of existing syntax extended

Programs are divided into images
Each image executes independently between 
synchronization/communiation points
Images are numbered
this_image( ) intrinsic returns a processes image
Images are numbered from 1..num_images( )
Communication between images handled by the compiler.
Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS)



A simple Co-Array Fortran 
program fragment
REAL, DIMENSION(N)[*] :: X, Y
X(:) = Y(:)[Q]

Declares arrays X,Y with N elements on all images
Global names (or addresses) X and Y
Partitioned across multiple machines
Array index + machine/image index gives actual location of 
data

Assuming each image has same value of Q
Each image copies element values of array Y from image Q 
into its local copy of X



A more complex program
A sum reductions
REAL, DIMENSION(N)[*] :: X
REAL SUM[*]   !! One SUM variable for each image
SUM=0
ME=this_image( )
DO I = 1, N

SUM = X(I)
END
IF (ME.GT.1) THEN

CALL SYNC_TEAM(TEAM=(/ME-1,ME/))
SUM=SUM + SUM[ME-1]

ENDIF
IF (ME.LT.num_images()) THEN

CALL SYNCH_TEAM(TEAM=(/ME,ME+1/))
ENDIF

Image1 SUM =X(I)

Image2 SUM =X(I) SUM=SUM

Image3 SUM =X(I) SUM=SUM

…

ImageI SUM =X(I) SUM=SUM



A more complex program
A sum reduction

Image1 SUM=X(I)

Image2 SUM =X(I)      SUM=SUM

Image3 SUM =X(I)                                  SUM=SUM

…

ImageI SUM =X(I)                                                          SUM=SUM

Note -- not too scale.  Presumably the sum=X(I) is a 
lot of work because X is large.



Distributed Machine: 
UPC/Split-C

Another PGAS language
Supports a shared address space

A C derivative
Implementations for many machines 
including Blue Gene



UPC

Global memory is distributed 
across processors
Local memory also resides 
on a processor
Spread objects and global 
objects reside in global 
memory
Pointers to these objects 
contain address and 
processor information

P0

local
global

PP

local
global. . .

Global objects accessed via 
global pointers

++ operation on global 
pointers undefined at end of 
storage on a processor

Spread objects accessed via 
spread pointers

++ with spread objects 
increments to storage in adjacent 
processor



UPC average program
static double reduce_buff[PROCS]::;
int avg( ) {

double *global vals = malloc(SIZE);
int loc_tot=0;
int sum=0;
int i;
/* read in values into vals */
for (i=0; I++; i<SIZE) loc_tot += vals[i];
reduce_buff[MYPROC] = loc_tot/SIZE;
barrier( );
on_one {

for (i=0; I++; i<SIZE) sum += reduce_buf[I];
}
return sum/PROCS;

}



Distributed Models: HPF
Programmer specifies data layout

Data is distributed onto a logical processor 
grid

Compiler inserts communication
If all works well, a high performance 
parallel program results

In practice, nearly as hard as automatic 
parallelization



A simple HPF program
$HPF Processors P(4,1)
$HPF DISTRIBUTE A,B,C

ONTO P :: (:,BLOCK)
DO I = 1, N

DO J = 1, N
A(I,J)=B(I,J)*C(I,J)

END DO
END DO

Let A,B,C be 16 x 16 matrices 
distributed as shown
Processor owning an element A(I,J) 
computes its value

Allows shrinking of loop bounds
Enables parallelism

If necessary data is sent from other 
processors for the computation. P(0,0) P(0,1) P(0,2) P(0,3)

Thus, P(0,0) computes 
I=0,3, J=0,15 
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